Cloud Video Surveillance
FOR HOME AND SMALL BUSINESS

Camcloud’s open and secure
platform is designed for
homes and small businesses
— making video surveillance
convenient, aﬀordable and
secure for clients and partners
around the globe.

Security camera owners can
easily connect their cameras
to the cloud, while leveraging
mobile apps, health checks
and notiﬁcations to ensure
constant uptime.

Our solution eliminates the need
for complex and expensive
on-premise hardware, while
providing powerful mobile and
web applications to manage
stored media and cameras from
anywhere.

www.camcloud.com

Cloud Storage

Open Platform

Plug & Play Setup

Store your critical surveillance
footage safely oﬀ-site in the
cloud for up to 90 days. No more
complex on-site hardware and all
your media, from all your
cameras will be stored in a single,
secure location. Access and
manage your private cloud
archive through our beautifully
designed multi-camera Timeline
on our web and mobile apps.

Use the cameras you want with
Camcloud. Our platform is
designed to work with the largest
number of cameras possible,
including leading brands such as
Hanwha Techwin (Samsung),
Amcrest, Axis, Hikvision, VIVOTEK
and more. The service also
supports the use of numerous
local storage and encoder
options, including SD cards,
DVR/NVRs and encoders.

Connecting your security camera
to Camcloud is easy, with leading
cameras such as Hanwha Techwin
(Samsung), Axis and Amcrest that
can all be setup on the service
with no port-forwarding or other
complex network conﬁguration.
Partners who manufacture or
OEM cameras of their own can
create a full plug-and-play
experience through our
integration tools.

Manage Cloud
Video Surveillance
from anywhere
Cloud video surveillance is
convenient, accessible and secure,
allowing users to manage their
stored media and cameras from
anywhere.

Multi-Site

Edge Storage

Health Checks & Alerts

Easily manage a large number of
cameras, users and physical
locations. Camcloud’s multi-user
feature allows for unlimited users
on your account while restricting
their account access and what
cameras they can view, with
limited account privileges. Since
the service is cloud-based, you
can connect cameras from
unlimited number of physical
locations, all while organizing
cameras through our intuitive
label feature.

Seamlessly integrate various
local storage options, including
SD card and Network Attached
Storage (NAS), into your primary
cloud storage solution. This
ensures if your camera or site
loses internet connectivity then
events will still be captured
locally and can be reviewed
within your cloud apps.

Let Camcloud tell you when there's
a problem with one of your
cameras. If our cloud servers can't
connect to your camera, you'll
receive an alert that something
could be wrong. Take advantage of
our advanced cloud notiﬁcation
system that will work across all
connected cameras. Camera
Health Check and motion alerts
are centrally managed and sent to
your mobile device or email.

Simplify Your
Video Surveillance
Modernize your video surveillance
while eliminating the need
for complex and expensive
on-premise storage hardware.
Convenient, accessible and secure,
stored safely in the cloud.
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